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Uniqueness Theorems for Harmonic 
Functions in Half-Spaces 
D. H. ARMITAGE 
I. I~TR~IHJC~TION 
The closure and boundary of a subset E of the complex plane C or of a 
real Euclidean space R” (p >, 2) are denoted by E: and c?E, and the Alexan- 
droff point (at infinity) of C or of RP is denoted by .n/. Let I‘ denote the 
open complex half-plane i: E C: RI z > 0). 
A theorem of Carlson [8] (or see Titchmarsh [ 1 I, Sect. 5.X] ) may bc 
stated as follows. 
THEOREM A. Lrt ,j‘ he continuous in r rmci holomorphic in I-. l/’ thrw 
csi.vt positiw t-d numhrrs i. rmil Ii .such thut 
Uf’is supposed to be harmonic rather than holomorphic in I-, this result 
becomes false. (Consider, for example, .f(:) = RI 2.) However, if for a har- 
monicf, the exponential decay hypothesis (1) is supposed to hold as z -+ .Q? 
through I‘ (and not merely as ; 4 .w’ through ?r), then .f- 0; moreover, 
this result for harmonic functions can be generalized to the half-space 
R” x (0, r;), where n 2 1. 
In order to be more precise, we need some further notations. An 
arbitrary point of R”+ ’ (n b 1) is denoted by M = (X, J,), where X= 
(x, ,..., x,,) E R” and J E R. We put 
IX-I =(x2+ .” +.K*)‘~* I ” * IMI =(1X12+ y*)‘.*, 
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and denote by D the open half-space (ME R” + ‘: J > 0 ). In the case !I = I. 
we identify D and I’ in the obvious way. 
THEOREU B. [j’ h is harmonic in D and $ there exists a positive reul num- 
ber p such rhar 
lim sup e”‘.” Ih( M)I < 7~ (M+.d, MED), (2) 
then h = 0 in D. 
In the case n = 1, this result follows without difficulty from Theorem A 
(see [I, Sect. 21). Arson and Pak [3] proved the case n = 2, and their 
proof can be readily generalized to the case n 2 2. An alternative proof, for 
all n, is given in [I]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the hypothesis (2) can be 
considerably weakened. For each positive number a let Q, be the (n + l)- 
dimensional strip ( ME R”- ‘: 0 < J < u 1. 
THEOREM I. Ler h he harmonic in D. IJ‘ [here exist positive real numbers 
II, I., und p such that 
lim sup c~‘~ Ih( < ,x (M+.d, MED) (3) 
und 
lim sup ep’l’M’ Ih( M)I < ,x (M+.d, MEQ,), (4) 
then h E 0 in D. 
Provided that ai < rr, we can even replace the exponential decay con- 
dition (4) in Q, by the same condition on (!sZ,. 
THEOREM 2. Let h be reul-valued and continuous in D and harmonic in D. 
y‘there exist positive reul numbers a, I., und p such that aA < IL, (3) holds and 
lim sup eJr’M’ Ih( M)I < ,z 
[hen h = 0 in B. 
(M + d, ME x2,), 
Thus, in the plane, Theorem A becomes true for harmonic functions if, in 
addition to the condition (1) on the imaginary axis, we impose a similar 
condition on a line parallel to this axis and sufficiently close to it. 
Examples which preclude certain improvements and generalizations of 
Theorems 1 and 2 are given at the end of the paper (Sect. 14). A result that 
we shall need and which may be of some independent interest is given in 
Section 3. 
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2. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In the plane case (n = 1) Theorem 1 is easily deduced from Theorem A 
(see Sect. 4). Ultimately, our aim is to apply the technique of [ 1 ] to deduce 
Theorem 1 in its full generality from the special case where n = 1 (see 
Sect. lO).However, in order to employ this method, we need to know that 
the function h of Theorem 1 is integrable on every hyperplane in D parallel 
to ZD. This is not at all clear a priori, and most of the paper is devoted to 
establishing this fact. Several techniques are required. Our first aim is to 
show that Ih(X, J)[ is dominated in II by a function which depends only on 
J’ and which grows exponentially as I’--+ x. This follows from the special 
case m = 1 of Proposition 1 (Sect. 3). Like Theorem 1, Proposition 1 is 
easily deduced in the case n = 1 from its holomorphic analogue. The proof 
of Proposition 1 in higher dimensions is then achieved by induction, using 
a technique [2] for passing from R” * ’ to R”’ ‘. The next step is to show 
that the function h(M) of Theorem 1 decays exponentially as M + .d 
through any strip R” x (c, d), at least for sufficiently large c (see 
Proposition 2, Sect. 9). We are then in a position to complete the proof of 
Theorem 1, as indicated. To prove Proposition 2, we first invoke a method 
of Rao [lo] (see Sect. 6) to reduce the question of the behaviour of h to a 
question about the behaviour of certain holomorphic functions; then, using 
a lemma on harmonic measure (Sect. 7) we establish a result about 
holomorphic functions (Sect. 8) which gives, via Rao’s technique, enough 
information about h to establish Proposition 2. 
3. A RESULT ON THE GROWTH OF CERTAIN HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
We USC A(u, h, c,...) to denote a positive real number, depending only on 
a, h, c,..., not necessarily the same on any two occurrences. The greatest 
integer not exceeding a real number r is denoted by [r]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Lxr h he harmonic in D and suppose that there exisrs u 
non-negative real number i. such that 
c v’,“‘h( M) -+ 0 (M+.d, MED) (5) 
whenever v  > i.. I’ there e.uist a positive real number a and non-negative real 
numbers C and m such that 
Ih( 6 C( 1 + 1x1”‘) (MEQ,,,, (6) 
then 
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The only case that we require is m = 0, from which it follows that if a 
harmonic function of exponential growth in D is bounded in some strip a,,, 
then it is bounded in every strip Q,,: however, our method of proof (for 
!I 3 2) does not allow the special case m = 0 to be proved independently of 
the general result. Although the power m + [n/2] + 1 in (7) is probably not 
best possible, the result seems to have some intrinsic interest, and in 
Sect. 13 WC improve it by showing that if rri < rr, then it is sufficient to have 
(6) satislied on CR,. (This stronger form is not required for the proofs of 
Theorems I or 2.) 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM I AND PROPOSITION 1 FOR II = I 
We need to modify our notation. For any real number h wc write 
I‘,,= {:E(‘: Rl:>h), D,,= (MER”’ ‘:y>h). 
When we need to emphasize the dimension of the space in which WC arc 
working (mainly in later sections), we write II ,,,,, for Dh and R ,,,,, for Q,,. 
(Thus D ,,,,, and 52 ,,,,, arc subsets of R” ’ ‘.) We identify fh with D ,,,, and 
regard Q,,,, as a subset of R’ or C, according to context (so that, as a sub- 
set of C, the set R,,,, = 1:: 0 < RI z < (I) ). 
Let 11 bc harmonic in f,,. and define j’ in I;, by writing 1‘(z) = 
(?/z.‘?<)(z) - i(?/r;?r/)(z), where z = < + it! (< > 0). Then /‘is holomorphic in 
To and if z E I-,, ,. wc have 
I /‘(:)I = IVh(z)l 6 12(7trr) ’ max I/21. 
where V/z = ih;?< + ir’h/Cq and the maximum is taken over the circle of cen- 
tre : and radius 0:‘3 (see, e.g., [7. p. 1981). 
Now suppose that /I satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem I. From (8) and 
the hypotheses on h, it follows that 
and 
lim sup (J ““ I,/‘(:)[ < I_ (z - .d. : E I-,, 7 ) 
Hence. by Theorem A (applied in t.‘,,: instead of I;,), j‘s 0 in I;? and 
hence in I-,,. It follows that h is constant in f.,,, and (4) now implies that 
h = 0 in /;,. 
The proof of Proposition 1 depends on the following result for 
holomorphic functions. 
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LEMMA A. Lrr g be continuous in rh and holomorphic in I‘,,, and supposc~ 
that there is a non-negatice number /I such that 
e “‘=‘g( :) -+ 0 (z + .d, z E I./,) 
~chenewr 1’ > i.. !f thew exists a non-negarice number C such rhar 
IR(~ + 411 G C 
,for all wal t/, then 
I g( 5 + iq)l < Cc”- ” (< + irf E r“,, ). 
This is a weak form of a result given in Boas’ book [4, p. 823; for 
reference to original papers, see [4, p. 11 11. 
Now suppose that h satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1 for n = I. 
Again let f‘= c’h/Z< - i ?h/?q in I;,. Then (8) and the hypotheses on h imply 
that c ““.j’(z) + 0 as z + .d through f,, z for each Y > i and that 
I1’(~a+i~)~6A(a,rn)C‘(l+~t~~“‘) 
for all real 9. Now put g(z) = z “‘f’(z). Then R is holomorphic in I;, and 
L’ )‘:‘g(:)+O as: -+,crl through I-,,? for each I->;. and 
Ig(+a+iq)l 6 A(a,m) ( 
for each real 4. Applying Lemma A with h = ~;2, we obtain 
Ig(S+irl)I~<(a,nl,i.)C’c” (< + irl E I’;, ?). 
Hence, if < + iq E I:,, I, 
IVN: + iff)I = I.1(< + h/)1 
= I< + i’ll”’ Ig(( + ir1)l 
< A(& m, i) c(<“‘+ Itfl”J) b. 
so that 
6 C( 1 + Iql”‘) + A(a. m, 2) C(<“‘+ Iql”‘) <e”’ 
< A(a, m, E.) C( 1 + Isl”‘)( I + i”’ ’ ‘). 
This inequality holds by hypothesis when < + iv E Q,, >. Hence it holds in 
R ,, 2 u F& = I;, = I),. 
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5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 FOR n> 2 
We next prove the proposition in the case where n is odd. For this we 
need some further notations and a result from [2]. 
Given a point M=(X,J) of R”” (~23) we put 
I’,, = (xt, >+.r,; , +sy 2 
and, if r,+, # 0, we denote by S,, the sphere 
{(.u, ,..., x,, 3, II‘,, 2, w, , , II’,,, y) E R”- ‘: ~t.f, z + IV: , + IV: = rh 1. 
Surface area measure on S,M is denoted by (T. Also, a point of R” ’ (n 2 3) 
will be denoted by YJI = (X, J) = (.Y] ,..., X, *, J), and with each point ‘9JI of 
R” ’ we associate the point M* = (X*, .,:) = (x, ,..., x,, ?, 0, 0, )t) of R” ’ ‘. 
LEMMA B. Let h he harmonic in D,,,,,, where n 3 3. Then the function h’, 
defined in D,,,, b? 
h’(M)= (4nrX) ’ j h do (h Z 0) 
5 %f 
(9) 
=h(M) (r .M = 0). 
is harmonic in DO.,,. Further, the function H1 defined in D,,, _ z by 
is harmonic in DO,, 2. 
H(m) =x,. ,h’(M*), (10) 
This result is included in [2, Lemma I]. 
The proposition has already been proved in the case n = I. Now suppose 
that h satisfies the proposition in D,,,, for some odd na 3 and that the 
proposition is true in D,,,, 2. For each Z E R”, define a harmonic function 
h, in DO.n by writing 
h,(X, .v) = h(Z + X1 ,*), (11) 
let h> be the harmonic function in DO,” obtained by taking h = hz in (9), 
and let H, be the harmonic function in DO,n ? obtained by taking h’ = h’, 
in (10). For all 9JI E DO., z such that x, z # 0, we have 
Ih,Wm)l = lx,-zl Ih;(M*)l 
G IXI SUP lhzl 
SM. 
< IXI sup{ IhAW: NE Do.,,, IN = I‘mI 1 
d 1x1 sup{ Ih(N h’~ Dan, l!JJl - IZI < INI G I‘JN + I4 ). (12) 
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Since H,(YJI)=O when x, z = 0, this inequality holds for all 93 E DO.n 2. 
Hence, if v > I., 
lim sup e KIWI IH,(‘m)l 6lim supr l’l911l I(ml ,II:2)(Y+L)II~l +IZI)=O 
as !DI + .d through D,,,, ?. Also, by (12) and the hypotheses on h, if 
9Ji E Q,,,, 2 , then 
IH,(fm)l 6 1x1 (31 + (1~~1 + IZI)“‘) 
< 1x1 CA(u, m)( 1 + I3E]“‘+ lZ[“‘) 
< A(u, m) C( 1 + 1X1”” ‘)( 1 + IZI”‘). 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, for each !lJl E Do., 7 
IH,(!lJl)l 6 A(u, m, n, i) C( 1 + lZl”‘)( 1 + [XI’“” + j.m ’ r’n “‘21+2) e”‘. 
In particular, whenever, ‘VJI E D,,, 2 and 1x1 < 1 
IH,(sYJI)l <A(u, m, n, i.) C(1 + lZ]“)(l + J”+ ‘-Ln’21)PJ, 
so that (see, e.g., [7, p. 1981) if .r>,a, denoting the origin of RP by O,, we 
have 
-+(O,-,, .r) <A( 
c-v,, 2 
/J, m, ,,, ;.) cy 1 + lZl”‘)( 1 + JJ” ’ ’ ’ r”,2’) P”. 
Since 
WO” 2, y)=&(O,, y)=h7(Onr y)=h(Z, y), 
2X” 2 
the inequality (7) holds when y 2 a. It holds by hypothesis when 0 < J < (I, 
so the induction is complete. 
Finally, consider the case where n is even. Let h satisfy the hypotheses of 
the proposition in D,.,, and define h* in DO,n+, by 
h*(.Y, ,..., .Y,, xn + , , )I) = /1(x, ,...) A-,,, y). 
Hence, by the result already established for D,,,n , , , 
INX VI = Ih*b-,,..., -x-nr 0, r9I 
for each (TX’, 1’)~ D,,~,,. Since [(n + 1)/2] = [n/2], the result follows. 
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6. A HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTION ASSOCIATED 
TO A HARMONIC FUYKTION 
For every pair of positive numbers c and R, Ict B,:,. denote the open half- 
ball in R” ’ ’ (n >, 2) given by 
; (X. .\*)E D ,..,,: 1(X. .I- r:)l < R) 
and let /3r,H denote the open half-disc 
(zEI-<: :---cl <R}. 
Also, let cr,,,=c’B,,,nIl, and let s,,,=c’B,,,‘,,e,,,,. Define functions 4 and 
II/ On 1a.R * cB,.R by 
We shall see later that $(.. M) is well defined and holomorphic in /I,.,R for 
each fixed ME CB,,,. Let 2‘ denote surface arca mcasurc on ?B,,,. Let ?/c’n 
denote differentiation in the direction of the outward normal to CB,.,.. 
(Note that the normal exists at every point of u,,,~ u T,,~ and hence exists 
a.c. (L) on CB,,,.) Let c,~ denote the surface area of the unit sphere in R”’ ‘. 
.h,(- ) = (f’,> ) tit-. M);W-h,M);$(;. M) 
I./;)(;)1 6 A(m, n, t:, i.) C( 1 + 1: “I ’ ” ’ ‘) P’ ‘I t-E f,.). (16) 
The proof of a similar lemma has been sketched in the case n = 2 by 
N. V. Rao [lo]. 
First we show that for each ME CJ,,~U T,,~, the functions r(/(.. M) and 
(?.:?n) Ic/(., M) are holomorphic in [I,..R. To do this, it is enough to show 
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that 4 never takes a non-positive real value, for we have I+Qz. M) = 
(&z, AI))““” “’ and 
&M)=(n-I)R ‘(fj(2,h-f)) 1’ 2,(,,+‘l(lxl’+(?.-E)(?.---)) 
(=EP,:.R, MEa,,R) 
= (n - 1 )(qqz. M)) ” z”n ’ “(E -z) (= E lj<.H. kf E 5,.x). 
(17) 
Writing 2 = { + iv, we see that if &z, M) is real then either 9 = 0 or r = J*. If 
q = 0, then q+(z) = (< - y)* + I MI’ - ~3’ > 0, since I MJ = r = ~9 is impossible; 
if < = ~1. then A4 E ar,H and 
~(-)=IMI~-I=I2=I(X,~-E)I*+2?:I:--:*-I,-8:2-2~E+I:2 
= R2-Iz-r:l’>0. 
It now follows that the integrand in (14) is holomorphic in jjr-.H for each 
.~Ear.Ru~,z.R. 
Next WC show that the intcgrand is bounded in K x (a,,R w 7,.X) for each 
compact subset K of ljr.R. Given such a K, let c’ and R’ be such that 
Kc[j,:.,,. and E’>C and 0~ R’< R+ C-C’. Suppose that ZE~,..,~.. If 
ME ?B,.,., then 
Iqqz, M)I = 1; - IMJ &“I (r - IA4 1’ q. (18) 
where cos 0 = .r/IMI. If ME s,,~, then 
1: - IMI c ’ “‘I > R](: - l&f p+“‘) = 5 - j*> c’- I:. (19) 
and if ME a,:,x. then 
Iz- IMI e +“‘I 2 I IMle +iff -cl - (E’ - E) - l-7 - C’I 
= 1(X, y - c)l - F’ + E - (z - E’I (20) 
> R--E’+c- R’>O. 
The required result now follows from ( 13), (17 ), and the fact that h and its 
first derivatives are bounded on CB,,,,. 
It now follows that the integral in (14) is holomorphic in jJ,.,R. By 
Green’s theorem./,(y) = h( O,, J.) for each J such that c: < ~9 < R + E. Letting 
R + CC, c + 0+ and using the result that a holomorphic function is uni- 
quely determined by its values on a line segment. we complete the proof of 
the first part of the lemma. 
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It remains to obtain the estimate (16). We may suppose that r, < I. Sup- 
pose that ZE rc and put R = Iz/ + 2. Then ZE /I,,,R.. , When ME T,,.~ we 
have, from (13) (18) and (19), ]tj(z, M)J dA(n, E) and from (17) (18) 
and (19) 
when ME CT~,~,~, we have, from (13). (18) and (20) Ill/(?, M)I <A(n) and 
from (17), (18) and (20) 
Since, also, for each ME (T, Z,H u T, ?,w 
(h( M)I < C( I + (R + I:)“‘) c”~ + ‘.’ 6 A(m, j.) C( I + 1~1”‘) cii” 
and 
(see [7, p. l98]), it follows from (14) (with the integral taken over i?B,,:r,x) 
that 
The inequality (16) now follows, since Z(?B, z,R)=A(n) R”= 
A(n)(2 + lzly. 
7. AN ESTIMATE OF HARWNIC MEASURE 
If 0 <c < R, let Y,:,~ denote the open set obtained by deleting the line 
segment (0, E] of the real axis from the half-disc flO.H. If z~;l,.~, let (11..,,~ 
denote the harmonic measure of dfi,,, relative to the set 7,.X and the point 
2. For a discussion of harmonic measure, we refer to [9, Chap. 81. 
h34MA 2. For each positive number E, 
lim sup <(o,=,,:,.~ - I ) < -rt ‘. 
< + .x 
First notice that the function w, given by 
w(t+iq)= 1 ----‘(tan-‘((c+q)/t)+tan -‘((c:-q))/{)}, 
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is positive and harmonic in I-, and that w(z) + 1 as z tends (through f,) to 
any point z0 of Zf, with 1~~‘) CC. Also, it is easy to check that w(z) 3 w( 1~1) 
for ZE 1.0. Let 7,. be f, with the line segment (0, E] deleted. Since the 
* ’ * maps 7,: conformally onto I-,, the function #a*, $f~;o;y z--,+;,,’ 
7 1 z* - E~)“~), IS positive and harmonic in yg. Further, 
M**(Z) + I as i tends (through 7,) to any point of c?/~~‘\~{O}, and if 1~1 CC, 
w*(z) 2 w( (z2 -t21”2)~W((Ii12-C2)‘2)=2Tc ‘tan ‘((lZl’-c’)“‘,/c). 
Now suppose that s* > E and write, for each non-negative number 6, 
M-~(Z) = XM,*(Z)/{ 2 tan ‘((4s’ - c’)’ I/E) ), + 6 log(2$=l ). 
Then, for each positive ~3, ‘r6 is positive and harmonic in Y,.~; and has 
inferior limit at least 1 at each point of ?jj,‘,25. It follows that if 6 > 0, and 
hence also if d = 0, the function M’<) majorizcs the Perron-Wiener- Brelot 
(PWB) generalized solution of the Dirichlct problem in y,..*: with the 
characteristic function of ~?/j,‘,~~ as boundary data. Hence, in particular, 
i(tu,.,:.., - 1 ) d &V”(5) - s’ 
= ( tan ‘((t2 - j;2)‘!2/g)/(tan ‘((45: -1:*)/c)} - < 
+ -IL I (<+x1. 
8. AN APPLICATION OF LEMMA 2 TO 
HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS IN I‘ 
The estimate in the following lemma is crude and consequently so also 
are the estimates in Sections 9 and 10 which depend upon it. It is easy to 
see how the proof of the lemma can be modified to give a more refined 
estimate. 
LEMMA 3. Let J‘he cwntinuous in r’,, and holomorphic in I-,,. !j’ thew exist 
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First notice that thcrc is a positive number R,, depending on C, and 10, 
such that 
log I f(z)1 6 3vR/2 t-E V0.K) 
whenever R > R,,. Now take 5 > t; + R,/2. Then the function U, given by 
u = log( I .f I/C?) is subharmonic in ;‘,,>: and continuous and bounded above 
in y,:.2c. Also, u(c) < 3~5 - log Cz when 2 E ?/I,.,;, and u(c) < 0 when z is on 
the line segment (0, c]. Hence u is majorized in y,,>: by the PWB solution 
of the Dirichlet problem with boundary data 3r~r -log C, on ;/?“,,; and 0 
on (0, E]. In particular, 
By Lemma 2, if c > A(c), then w;,,.,~: 6 1 - (40 ‘, and the result now 
follows easily. 
9. AN APPLICATKNG OF LEMMA 3 TO HARMONIC‘ FUNCTIONS 
The following proposition ensures that a harmonic function in DO.n 
(n > 2) which satisIies the hypotheses of Theorem I decays exponentially on 
any hyperplane parallel to and sufficiently distant from C’D,,,,. 
PROPOSITION 2. If h satisfies thP hypotheses qj’ Theorem I for n 2 2, then 
there exists u positice number c such that 
Ih( dexp(4j.y-p IXl(4.v) ‘) (MeD,). 
Put h(M) = h(X. j’ + a/3), where h is a function satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1. Then h satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition I with m = 0 
and a!3 replacing a. Hence 
I&M)/ 6A(u,n,;.)c(l +yrn.*‘+‘)ei (ME D). 
For each ZE R”, let .fX be the holomorphic function in I;, associated by 
Lemma 1 to the harmonic function M -+ h(X + Z, .t,). Taking E = ai3 and 
m = [n/2] + 1 in Lemma 1, WC obtain 
lj>(z)I <A(u, II, 2) C(1 + I:l”+ rn21+‘)e”” (iEf,j). 
Also, if z is real and u/3 <c <2a/3, then 
I,f/(z)l=h(Z,z)=h(Z,;+u/3)<C’e p’L’, 
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where C’ is a positive real number, independent of Z. Putting f,(z) = 
fz(z + a/2), we find that J/ is continuous in F0 and holomorphic in r, and 
satisfies 
Ify(z)l 6 A(u, n, j.) C’P.-’ 4 (ZEF”) 
and 
I.f,(r)l d C’P “‘/’ (0 < z < u/7 ). 
Applying Lemma 3 to.[/ with I: = u/7. Cz = C”c 1’1’i, and r = S/4. we find 
that 
I.r;COl 6 (C’)’ ‘4z’ exp(15iQ4-p IZI/(45))dexp(4i.<--~ lZI/(45)) 
whencvcr 5 is larger than some positive number independent of Z. Since 
.~~(5')=17(5+~;12)=I;(Z,5+~ri2)=h(Z.~+5~/6), 
the result follows. 
10. C:OMPL.ETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose that h satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for tt 3 2. Define H 
in II,,, (where c is as in Proposition 2) by writing 
H(.r, , .d = [.' ... [ ' lI(.r,..... s,,, y) ds, ... h,,. 
- r - I 
Then H is harmonic in D,,, (cf. [ 1. Sect. 31). Also, if (.r,, J) E D,,, , then by 
Proposition 2 
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and 
lim sup exp(p IMI/(4( 1 + C) ,I;!) IH,(M)i < x (M+.d, MEQ,,,). 
Hence, by the case n = 1 of Theorem I (proved in Sect. 4) with u = 1 and 5;. 
replacing % and p/{ 4( 1 + c) /t n, re pl acing p, we find that Ho- 0 in D,,, . 
Hence, for any (n - I )-dimensional hyperplane I7 in D,:, on which X, and y 
are constant, WC have 
j,, h ds = 0. (21) 
where s is (n - I )-dimensional surface area measure on If. By rotation of 
the s, ,..., x,, axes, WC obtain (2 1) for any (n - 1 )-dimensional hyperplane I7 
in D,.., on which y is constant. This implies that h-0 in D,,,, (see [I, 
Lemma] ) and hence h E 0 in D,,,,,. 
11. A RESULT ON HARMONIC FUNCTIONS IN A STRIP 
The following will be used in the proof of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1’ 
(Sect. 13 ). 
LEMMA 4. Let h he real-calued und continuous in QC, and harmonic in Sz, 
and .suppo.sc~ that there exists u positiw number v such that av < II und 
f ’ “‘“‘h(M) + 0 (M-bd, MEL?,). 
(i ) If there rxist positice numbers p und c‘ such thut 
e”‘,y Ih( <c (MEc’R‘,), 
then there exists u positive number p’* (depending only on p und u) such thut 
eJ”“’ !h( M)I 6 A(u, n, p) C (MEQ,). 
(ii) !f there exist non-nqutiw numbers m und C such that 
Ih(M)l < C(1 + 1X1”‘) (MEdQ,), 
then 
Ih( d A(a, m, n) C(1 + IXI”) (ME Q,). (22) 
It is enough to prove the results in the case where u= I, for the general 
results can then be obtained by considering the function given in 0, by 
M -+ h(aM). 
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In the case where a= 1, we find, by applying a theorem of Brawn [6, 
Theorem 21 to h and -h, that h is equal to its own Poisson integral in Q,. 
Thus we have 
h(M)= [ (h(Z,O)@(IX-Zl, y)+h(Z, l)@(lX-ZI, 1 -.r)} dZJ23) 
‘R” 
where @ is the function defined in [6, p. 7473. WC shall need only three 
properties of @, viz. 
@(r, y) > 0 (r > 0,O < .v < 1). (24) 
j,. 
(@(IX-Zl. y)+@(IX-ZI, 1-J)) dZ= I ((X .r)EQ,), (25) 
@(r, J,) ,< A(n) e n’ (r> l,O< )‘< 1). (26) 
The inequality (24) is clear from the dehnition of @. Equation (25) comes 
from the fact that the Poisson integral of the constant function 1 on da, is 
identically 1 in Q,. The inequality (26) is given by [S, Lemma 63. (The 
functions 4 of [S] and @ of [6] are equal except for a factor depending 
only on n.) 
Let MEQ,. Then by (23), (24), and (26) 
lMM)l d A(n) [ f ’ n’Z “(jh(Z, O)l + (h(Z, I)l)dZ 
-a;/ + I cr I.YI 
+ L + I > ,A, 
(@(IX-Zl. ,v!h(Z,O)I 
+ @(IX-Zl, 1 - .I!) Ih(Z, l)l) dZ 
= A(n) I(X) + J(M). 
say. 
Under the hypotheses of(i), 
I(X)<A(n) cc nlC2 1x1” 6 A(n) e nl.kl.3 
and 
J(M) 6 ce (‘1 XI ’ )‘2 
JR. (@(IX-Z(, “v)+@(lX-Zl, 1 -y,) fiz 
= Ce P(l.YI I I 2, 
by (25). Hence 
Ih( d A(n, p) Cc p*‘x, 
where p’* = min { ~:2, n/3 }. 
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Under the hypotheses of (ii), 
Z(X) < A(n) C( 1 + 1X1/2)” e --n’X”Z 1x1” < A(m, n) C 
and 
+ I {~~lx-zl,y~+~(Ix-zl,1-y)}c(1+(2lxl)”)dz IZI < 4x1 
~A(m,n)C+C(1+(2IXI)“), 
so that 
Ih( dA(m, n) C(1 + IA-(“‘). 
12. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
If h satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then the restriction of h to 0, 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4 (i) with any v such that al < av < 7~. 
Hence (4) holds with ,u* replacing p, and Theorem 1 gives the result. 
13. AN EXTENSION OF PROPOSITION 1 
PROPOSITION 1’. Let h be continuous and real-valued in D and harmonic 
in D and suppose that there exists a non-negative number A such that (5) 
holds whenever v > 2. If there exist a positive number a and non-negative 
numbers C and m such that Aa < TK and 
MWI G C(1 + IJ4”) (ME aQ,), 
then (7) holds. 
If h satisfies the hypotheses of this Proposition, then the restriction of h 
to a, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4 (ii) with any v such that 
a/l < av < 7~. Hence (22) holds, and Proposition 1 gives the result. 
14. SOME EXAMPLES 
The first example, which we give only for the plane case, shows that 
Theorem 1 becomes false if e -‘IMt in condition (3) is replaced by 
exp( --A IMI”) for any p> 1. 
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EXAMPLE 1. If p> 1, then there exists a harmonic function u in D,,, 
such that u & 0, 
exp(-i IMIP)u(M)+O (M-+.d, ME&.,) 
for every positive number i and 
CXPb IWP) u(M)+0 (M+.d, MEQ,.,, 
(and, a fortiori, ett’M’~( M) + 0 as M + .d through Q,,,,) for all positive 
numbers p and a. 
Let q be a number such that 1 < q < max{ 2, p ). and put 
where X, = r cos B and J = r sin 0. The function u is harmonic in D,,, , since 
it is the real part of a function which is holomorphic in D,,, . Also, 
Ih( 6cxp()Ml”) for each MED,., and h(M)=O(exp(-z IM14) as 
M -+ .d through Q,., for each sufficiently small positive number a and each 
positive number a. Hence u has the stated properties. 
The next example shows that &“,” in (4) can not be replaced by 
exp(p IMI"), where O<p< 1, even if h is supposed to decay like 
exp( --p I MIp) as M + .zY through D (and not merely as M + .d through 
Q‘, ). 
EXAMPII 2. If 0 < p < 1, then there exists a harmonic function c in D 
such that 1: f 0 and 
exp(IMIr)r(M)+O (M+.~,MED). 
For details, see [ 11. 
The third example shows that the strip Q,, which appears in condition 
(4) of Theorem I, cannot be replaced by a cone of angle less than rr, sym- 
metric about the r-axis, even if h is harmonic and satisfies the growth con- 
dition (3) in the whole of R”- ’ and is bounded in D. For each number k 
suchthatO<k<llet C,=(MER"+':~~>~IMI~. 
EXAMPLE 3. For each positive number j., there exists a harmonic 
function 11’ in R” + ’ such that II’ f 0. 
lim sup e - ’ .“I 1 I!!( M )I = 1 (M+.d, MER”+‘), 
N’ is bounded in D and 
lim sup LJ”‘.~’ (M’( M)I = I (M-+..,MMEC~) 
for each k such that 0 < k < 1. 
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It is easy to see that the function given by W(M) = L’ ‘! cos(Lu,) has the 
stated properties. 
Finally, we show that Theorem 2 fails if ai. = n, even if h is harmonic and 
satisfies the growth condition (3) in the whole of R” + ‘. 
EXAMPLE 4. For each positive number i., there exists a harmonic 
function U in R”’ ’ such that U $ 0, 
lim sup e --i’,M’ 1 U(M)1 = I (M+.d, MER”+‘) 
and 17 = 0 on ?sZ,.,. 
Clearly the function given by U(M) = eirl sin(;..v) has the stated proper- 
ties. 
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